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Plan of presentation

Patent Value, measurement and issues

Determinants

Role of patent institutions (granting process)



Value of a Patent
Hard to measure without a well defined market (e.g., compare to 
real estate)

Clearly patents are an asset

Value of patents = Value of invention + Patent premium

Linked to other assets 
Can be more valuable to you than to others
It is less valuable if the value of some complementary 
asset diminishes

Value to you different from value at which you can liquidate it

Studying patent value important for understanding markets for 
technology





Literature

Cites, background references, claims, states

Change in market value of firms due to 
increase in patents (or citations) – Hall et al., 
2005; Bessen, 2008, 2009



Patents as an Asset
Our measure of patent value (PatVal-EU):
What is your best guess of the minimum price at which 
the owner of the patent would sell the patent right to an 
independent party on the day in which the patent was 
granted?

Follows Harhoff and Scherer

We offer a menu of 10 value intervals: < 30K; 30-100; 
…; to > 300M

Can also be interpreted as market value of a 
company whose only asset is the patent



The PatVal-EU Survey

EPO patents with priority date 1993-1997
Denmark, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, 
Netherlands, Spain, UK
Questionnaire sent to first inventor (if not available: 
any other inventor)
Questions on inventor biography, employer, invention 
process, invention characteristics
27,000 questionnaires mailed, nearly 10,000 
responses (17.9% UK, 40.2% DE, 13.8% IT, 1.7% 
ES, 12.9% FR, 13.3% NL)
For details see PatVal-EU Final Report (2005)
(www.alfonsogambardella.it; Giuri et al. Research
Policy 2007, October)



Value of European Patents (EMR)

Assess distribution of patent values 

Validates PatVal-EU measure of value

Correlate it with commonly used indicators

Shows that cites, claims, references, states, 
technology, country and IPC3 dummies only explain 
11% of variance

“Measure of our ignorance”







Problems/Validation

We ask the inventor

Is it correlated with commonly used indirect
indicators (cites, refs, etc.)?



We ask the inventor

But
It is hard to find the right manager for each patent in 
a large scale survey (Who? Where? Still there?)
The inventor is the easiest person to identify who is 
associated to the invention, and knows about the 
patent

We compare responses of 354 French managers and 
inventors, and find small differences

Formal test shows that difference is slightly 
significant for larger firms







Correlation with other indicators

Show that it is correlated with cites, backward 
references, states, claims

Moreover, right tail cites correlated with right 
tail patent values











Determinants of patent value

We know
Value of PatVal-EU patent (V)

# of technically related patents (portfolio) (N)

Man-months invested in patent and in portfolio (M, MF)

Age, Education, Past Cites of inventor (A, E, Z) 

Other characteristics of the organization, the patent, along 
with proxies of the patent premium

We then look at determinants of V and N, and thus of 
V*N (value of portfolio) 



What we expect to find (theory)

View of the innovation process
Easier to control N than V
Stronger effect of resources other variables on 
N than V



What do we find?

V = V(N, M, Z, A, E, X), N = N(M, MF, Z, A, E, X)

M V 4% (hence NV 4%)
Same M spread on N patents NV 24%

Z no effect on V, negative on N (exhaustion effect)

A & E no effect on V, positive on N (PhD)

Z negative effect on M & MF but stronger on M 
(costs)

A & E positive effect on M & MF (experience or 
edu, work more on inventions)



What do we find?
Value of patent portfolio increased more by spreading on technically 
related patents than focussing on raising the value of one patent 
(suggests value of exploration in inventive activity) 

Past inventor successes reduce N (and NV)

But these inventors produce N with fewer M, MF – thus could raise NV 
in a given interval of time (or produce lower values at much lower 
costs)

Otbe, a PhD produces more value than a college inventor as if she had 
the experience of a 60 compared to a 30 year inventor (strong effect of 
education)

PhDs with no past successes most likely to produce high value 
portfolios in the near future … but PhDs with past successes could 
produce lower values at much lower costs (exploration vs exploitation)

Implications for patent offices? … accomodate granting of variants by 
inventors (though careful about strategic patenting)



Does Patent Granting Make a 
Difference?

Gili Greenberg (two papers)

Studies 600 Israeli start-ups, and looks at how VC 
evaluation changes when patents are applied for and 
then when granted

Theory suggests that there should be no difference if 
there are unbiased expectations about grant

Grant could change things from application but the 
key is whether such changes are systematically 
unpredicted by VC because of asymmetric 
information



Does Patent Granting Make a 
Difference?

Greenberg finds that grants raises evaluation 
of start-ups on top of pending only for firms 
less than 6 years old

Suggests that grants provide good info about 
young firms that VCs were unable to see

She finds the same effect on acquisitions

Suggests that granting process by patent 
offices can be value creating as it helps good 
young firms … faster assessment of patent 
applications of younger firms? 
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Conclusions
It is important to study the value of patents

Sure it’s hard and unclear what patent value is, but is it a 
reason for not trying to understand it?
One good reason is that a clearer assessment of patent 
values facilitates technology markets
Need to study values of technically related patents 
(portfolios)

Easier to control breadth than depth of invention value
Suggests that Patent Offices may want to accommodate 
technically relevant variants of basic patents, though careful 
about strategic intents

Granting can be a value creating process for younger firms 
because it provides an independent assessment of their value

Faster granting processes for very young firms?
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